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Quetta Shura, but also the
University Press
Haqqani Network and the
“Funny, razor-sharp,
Taliban's other centers of
and full of juicy tales
power, are afforded the
that feel urgent and
attention they deserve. The
illicit . . . the author has
Taliban at War is based on
created a singular,
extensive field research,
resonant voice, an
including hundreds of
American teenager
interviews with Taliban
raised by Old World
members at all levels of the
organization, community elders Afghan storytellers.”
—New York Times Book
in Taliban-controlled areas,
and other sources. It covers the Review “More than well
Taliban insurgency from its first crafted; it’s
manifestations in 2002 up to
phenomenal. . . .
the end of 2015. The fiveKochai’s book has a big
month Battle of Kunduz
heart.” —The Guardian
epitomized the ongoing
A dog on the loose. A
transition of the Taliban from boy yearning to
an insurgent group to a more
connect to his family's
conventional military force,
roots. A country in the
intent on fighting a protracted
midst of great change.
civil war. In this latest book,
renowned Afghanistan expert And a vibrant
Antonio Giustozzi rounds off exploration of the
his twenty years of studying the power of stories--the
Taliban with an authoritative ones we tell each other
study detailing the evolution of and the ones we find
its formidable military machine. ourselves in. Twelve-

Afghanistan Rising Cambridge
University Press
How does the Taliban wage
war? How has its war changed
over time? Firstly, the
movement's extraordinary
military operation relies on
financial backing. This volume
analyses such funding. The
Taliban's external sources of
support include foreign
governments and non-state
groups, both of which have
affected the Taliban's military
campaigns and internal
politics. Secondly, this is the
first full-length study of the
Taliban to acknowledge and
discuss in detail the
movement's polycentric
character. Here not only the
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memories from his
One Nights yet speaks to see Afghanistan become a
previous visit to
with a voice all its own. more just and democratic
nation. But their visions for
Afghanistan six years War, Will, and Warlords
Hatje Cantz Pub
their country were radically
ago center on his
contentious relationship In this powerful book, David different, and in the end, all
B. Edwards traces the lives three failed and were killed
with Budabash, the
of three recent Afghan
or exiled. Now, Afghanistan
terrifying but beloved
leaders in Afghanistan's
is associated with
dog who guards his
history--Nur Muhammad
international terrorism, drug
extended family's
compound in the rural Taraki, Samiullah Safi, and trafficking, and repression.
Qazi Amin Waqad--to
Before Taliban tells these
village of Logar. But
eager for an ally in this explain how the promise of men's stories and provides a
progress and prosperity that thorough analysis of why
place that is meant to
animated Afghanistan in the their dreams for a progressive
be "home," Marwand
1960s crumbled and became nation lie in ruins while the
misreads his reunion
the present tragedy of
Taliban has succeeded. In
with the dog and
discord, destruction, and
Edwards's able hands, this
approaches Budabash
culturally informed
the way he would any despair. Before Taliban
builds on the foundation that biography provides a
pet on his American
suburban block--and the Edwards laid in his previous mesmerizing and revealing
results are disastrous: book, Heroes of the Age, in look into the social and
Marwand loses a finger, which he examines the lives cultural contexts of political
and Budabash escapes of three significant figures of change.
into the night. Marwand the late nineteenth century--a The Human Cost Random
tribal khan, a Muslim saint, House Trade Paperbacks
is not chastened and
How do warlords
and a prince who became
doubles down on his
survive and even
desire to fit in here. He king of the newly created
thrive in contexts
must get the dog back, state. In the mid twentieth
that are explicitly
set up to undermine
and the resulting search century, Afghans believed
is a gripping and vivid their nation could be a model them? How do they rise
after each fall?
of economic and social
adventure story, a
Warlord Survival
development that would
lyrical, funny, and
answers these
inspire the world. Instead,
surprisingly tender
questions. Drawing on
political
conflict,
foreign
coming-of-age journey
hundreds of in-depth
invasion, and civil war have interviews in
across contemporary
Afghanistan between
Afghanistan that blends left the country
impoverished and politically 2007 and 2018, with
the bravado and
ministers, governors,
vulnerability of a boy's dysfunctional. Each of the
a former viceteenage years with an men Edwards profiles were president, warlords
homage to familial oral engaged in the political
and their entourages,
opposition leaders,
struggles of the country's
tradition and calls to
mind One Thousand and recent history. They hoped diplomats, NGO
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workers, and local
these four warlords,
Kabul in Winter Hurst &
journalists and
and others like them,
Company
researchers, Romain
offer durable and
This volume represents an
Malejacq provides a
flexible forms of power early attempt at assessing
full investigation of
in unstable, violent
the Long War, now in its
how warlords adapt and countries.
14th year. Forged in the
explains why weak
Lessons Encountered Oxford
fires of the 9/11 attacks, the
states like Afghanistan University Press
war includes campaigns
allow it to happen.
With a secondhand
against al Qaeda, major
Malejacq follows the
motorcycle, the support of a
careers of four
few powerful tribesmen and a conflicts in Iraq and
Afghanistan, and operations
warlords in Herat,
good friend in the CIA, the
Sheberghan, and
unknown Hamid Karzai willed in the Horn of Africa, the
Panjshir—Ismail Khan,
himself to power as the new
Republic of the Philippines,
Abdul Rashid Dostum,
hope of Afghanistan.
and globally, in the air and
Ahmad Shah Massoud, and Acclaimed journalist Bette
on the sea. The authors
Mohammad Qasim Fahim). Dam chronicles the
herein treat only the
He shows how they have astonishing rise of
campaigns in Afghanistan
successfully negotiated Afghanistan's U.S.-backed
and Iraq, the largest U.S.
complicated political
leader from obscurity to one of
efforts. It is intended for
environments to survive the most influential figures in
future senior officers, their
ever since the
the global war on terror.
beginning of the Soviet-Following the 2001 toppling of advisors, and other national
security decision makers.
Afghan war. The picture the Taliban, a fragile
he paints in Warlord
Afghanistan was on the brink. By derivation, it is also a
Survival is one of
Karzai, armed with a recipe for book for students in joint
astute political
victory came within inches of professional military
entrepreneurs with a
helping the U.S. declare
education courses, which
proven ability to
victory in the war on terror. But will qualify them to work in
organize violence.
sentiments run high in
the field of strategy. While
Warlords exert
post-9/11 America, and the
the book tends to focus on
authority through a
desire for revenge derailed an
strategic decisions and
process in which they
early chance at peace. As
developments of land wars
combine,
U.S. troops leave Afghanistan,
instrumentalize, and
and power is handed to a new among the people, it
acknowledges that the
convert different forms president, Karzai's legacy
status of the United States
of power to prevent the remains one of betrayal,
as a great power and the
emergence of a strong, mistrust, and missed
centralized state. But, opportunities.
strength of its ground forces
as Malejacq shows, the The American War in
depend in large measure on
personal relationships Afghanistan Cambridge
the dominance of the U.S.
and networks
Navy and U.S. Air Force in
University Press
fundamental to the
Traces Abdallah Azzam's their respective domains.
authority of Ismail
My Life with the Taliban
Khan, Dostum, Massoud, path from a West Bank
and Fahim are not
village to the battlefields Hurst & Company Limited
Why have the major
necessarily contrary to of Afghanistan and
bureaucratic state
post-9/11 US military
explains why jihadism
authority. In fact,
interventions turned into

went global.
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quagmires? Despite huge working, even as the
University Press
power imbalances in the situation deteriorates.
A sweeping and dramatic
United States' favor,
Third, once the United
history of the last half
significant capacityStates decides to
century of conflict in the
building efforts, and
withdraw, bargaining
Middle East from an
repeated tactical victories asymmetries and
award-winning journalist
by what many observers disconnects in strategy
who has covered the
call the world's best
undermine the prospects region for over forty years,
military, the wars in
for a successful transition The Great War for
Afghanistan and Iraq
or negotiated outcome.
Civilisation unflinchingly
turned intractable. The US Relying on historic
chronicles the tragedy of
government's fixation on examples and personal
the region from the
zero-sum, decisive victory experience, Kolenda
Algerian Civil War to the
in these conflicts is a key draws thought-provoking Iranian Revolution; from
reason why military
and actionable
the American hostage
operations to overthrow
conclusions about the
crisis in Beirut to the Irantwo developing-world
utility of American military Iraq War; from the 1991
regimes failed to
power in the contemporary Gulf War to the American
successfully achieve
world—insights that serve invasion of Iraq in 2003. A
favorable and durable
as a starting point for
book of searing drama as
outcomes. In Zero-Sum
future scholarship as well well as lucid, incisive
Victory, retired US Army as for important national analysis, The Great War
colonel Christopher D.
security reforms.
for Civilisation is a work of
Kolenda identifies three
The Great War for
major importance for
interrelated problems that Civilisation Human Rights today's world.
The Taliban at War NDU
have emerged from the
Watch
government's insistence Debunking conventional Press
The RAND analyst author of
on zero-sum victory. First, narratives, Faiz Ahmed
the US government has no presents a vibrant account The Rise of European
organized way to measure of the first Muslim-majority Security Cooperation traces
the American experience in
successful outcomes other country to gain
Afghanistan from the rise of
than a decisive military
independence, codify its
the Taliban to present-day
victory, and thus, selects own laws, and ratify a
insurgency activities,
strategies that
constitution after the fall of drawing on new research
overestimate the
the Ottoman Empire.
and declassified documents
possibility of such an
Afghanistan, he shows,
to contend that a
outcome. Second, the
attracted thinkers eager to misallocation of resources
United States is slow to
craft a modern state within to Iraq left forces in
recognize and modify or the interpretive traditions Afghanistan ineffectual.
abandon losing strategies; of Islamic law and ethics. Reprint. A BOMC selection.
Afghanistan Little, Brown
in both cases, US officials The Unfinished War in
believe their strategies are Afghanistan Manchester This is both a personal
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and historical account of Arabs that they should not be contradiction between military
distracted by attacks on the effectiveness and political
the Soviet invasion of
loyalty to the ruling elite. The
Afghanistan. The author West. Paradoxically, he
volume covers developments
openly criticized the new remains committed to the
broader Islamist movement, to the end of 2013 and is the
regime, but was not
result of extensive interviews
believing that jihad will
imprisoned at first. Once in
conducted with both Afghan
continue till the end of time,
Army officers and their
prison, he continued to
yet has also spent years
advisers and mentors.
collect information from
talking to the Taliban,
The Arabs at War in
prominent Afghan political seeking to build a lasting
Afghanistan Univ of
prisoners of varying
peace in Afghanistan. This is
California Press
political persuasions.
his story. Co-written with
Modern Afghanistan
investigative journalist Tam Why has the Taliban been
Penguin
Hussein, Anas's memoir will so much more effective in
The Algerian Islamist
doubtless become a seminal presenting messages that
Abdullah Anas, 'perhaps the primary source on the rise of resonate with the Afghan
greatest warrior of the
population than the United
global jihadism.
Afghan Arabs', fought the
The Army of Afghanistan
States, the Afghan
Soviet Union for a decade. Human Rights Watch
government and their
As one of the earliest Arabs This book is the first full length allies? This book, based
to join the Afghan jihad, he political history of the Afghan on years of field research
counted as brothers-in-arms Army, and as such is
unparalleled in the range and and the assessment of
the future icons of Alhundreds of original
depth of its analysis of this
Qaeda's global war, from
vitally important institution.
source materials,
Abdullah Azzam to Osama
Giustozzi locates the Army's
examines the information
bin Laden to Omar Abdeldevelopment within the wider operations and related
Rahman, and befriended
context of state-building in
narratives of Afghan
key Afghan jihadi figures
Afghanistan. His volume
such as Gulbuddin
includes a brief survey of the insurgents, especially the
Afghan Taliban, and
Hekmatyar and Ahmad
period to 1953, but focuses
Shah Massoud, the Lion of mainly on subsequent
investigates how the
Panjshir. To the Mountains developments, over the last
Taliban has won the
is an intimate portrait of this four decades, as the officer
information war. Taliban
corps began to be politicised
brutal war, tracing Anas's
messaging, wrapped in
involvement in the conflict, and later factionalised,
the narrative of jihad, is
as well as his experiences especially during the Russianboth to the point and in
backed regime of the
of the Algerian civil war
Communist People's
tune with its target
(1992-8) and his sojourn in
Democratic Party of
audiences. On the other
'Londonistan'. Brushing
Afghanistan (PDPA), which
hand, the United States
shoulders with everyone
ruled the country from 1978 to
and its Kabul allies
from Abu Mus'ab al-Zarqawi 1992. Despite the stress on
committed a basic
to Jalaluddin Haqqani, Anas the politics of praetorianism,
messaging blunder, failing
opted for his own
the volume describes the
to present narratives that
independent route, seeking Afghan Army's performance
on
the
battlefield
in
detail,
to persuade the Afghan
spoke to or, often, were
highlighting the potential
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country had brought
even understood by their argues that religious
target audiences. Thomas extremism is the product destruction. Here is her
trenchant report from inside
Johnson systematically
of these critical failures
explains why the United
and that responsibility for a city struggling to rise from
States lost this "battle of the situation lies to some the ruins. Working among
the multitude of
the story" in Afghanistan, degree with the elites of
impoverished war widows,
and argues that this defeat both countries. Partly an
retraining Kabul's longmay have cost the US the eye-witness account and silenced English teachers,
entire war, despite its
partly meticulously
and investigating the city's
conventional and
researched scholarship,
prison for women, Jones
technological superiority. The Pashtun Question
enters a large community of
Before Taliban Oxford
describes a people whose female outcasts: runaway
University Press
destiny will shape the
child brides, pariah
prostitutes, cast-off wives,
Most contemporary
future of Pakistan and
victims of rape. In the streets
journalistic and scholarly Afghanistan.
and markets, she hears the
accounts of the instability The Outpost Springer
gripping Afghanistan and Provides military leaders, Afghan view of the supposed
Pakistan have argued that civil servants, diplomats, benefits brought by the fall of
the Taliban, and learns that
violent Islamic extremism, and students with the
regarding women as less
including support for the intellectual basis that they
than human is the norm, not
Taliban and related
need to begin to prepare the aberration of one
groups, is either rooted in for further study of or an conspicuously repressive
Pashtun history and
assignment in
regime. Jones confronts the
culture, or finds willing
Afghanistan. This book
ways in which Afghan
hosts among their
analyzes the land and its education, culture, and
communities on both
people, recaps Afghan
politics have repeatedly
sides of the Afghanistan- history, and assesses the been hijacked—by
Communists, Islamic
Pakistan border.
current situation. It also
fundamentalists, and the
Abubakar Siddique sets
examines the range of
Western free
out to demonstrate that
choices for future U.S.
the failure, or even
policy toward Afghanistan. marketeers—always with
Bordering Britain Potomac disastrous results. And she
unwillingness, of both
reveals, through small
Afghanistan and Pakistan Books, Inc.
events, the big disjunctions:
A sharp and arresting
to absorb the Pashtuns
between U.S promises and
into their state structures people's-eye view of real life performance, between the
in Afghanistan after the
and to incorporate them
new "democracy" and the
Taliban Soon after the
into the economic and
still-entrenched warlords,
bombing of Kabul ceased,
political fabric is central to
between what's boasted of
award-winning journalist
these dynamics, and a
and women's rights activist and what is. At once angry,
profound, and starkly
critical failure of nationAnn Jones set out for the
and state-building in both shattered city, determined to beautiful, Kabul in Winter
brings alive the people and
states. In his book he
bring help where her
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day-to-day life of a place
whose future depends so
much upon our own.

Russians pulled out.
at the US Air Force
Disgusted by the
Academy.Jerry Mark
lawlessness that ensued,
Long, PhD, is Associate
Zaeef was one among the
Afghanistan under
Professor and Director,
former mujahidin who were
Soviet Domination,
Middle East Studies,
closely involved in the
1964–91 Oxford
Honors College, Baylor
discussions that led to the
University Press
University. Thomas H.
emergence of the Taliban, in
This paper combines
Johnson is Research
1994. Zaeef then details his
three separate threads of Professor at the Naval
Taliban career as civil
analysis on culture and
Postgraduate School.
servant and minister who
violent nonstate actors as Understanding War in
negotiated with foreign oil
a launching pad to spur
Afghanistan Government
companies as well as with
further research into this Printing Office
Afghanistan's own
This is the autobiography of resistance leader, Ahmed
critical arena of culture
Abdul Salam Zaeef, a senior Shah Massoud. Zaeef was
and security. Jim Smith
former member of the
lays out a series of
ambassador to Pakistan at
Taliban.
His
memoirs,
the time of the 9/11 attacks,
templates for guiding
translated
from
Pashto,
are
and his account discusses
analysis of culture and
more than just a personal
the strange "phoney war"
violent nonstate actors.
account of his extraordinary period before the US-led
Mark Long applies cultural
life. My Life with the Taliban intervention toppled the
analysis of radical Islam
offers a counter-narrative to Taliban. In early 2002 Zaeef
and alQaida in discussing the standard accounts of
was handed over to
the influences involved in Afghanistan since 1979.
American forces in Pakistan,
the core al Qaida group's Zaeef describes growing up notwithstanding his
WMD decisions. Tom
in rural poverty in Kandahar diplomatic status, and spent
Johnson, in examining a province. Both of his
four and a half years in
parents died at an early
tribal insurgent
prison (including several
psychological campaign in age, and the Russian
years in Guantanamo)
invasion
of
1979
forced
him
Afghanistan,
before being released
to
flee
to
Pakistan.
He
without having been tried or
demonstrates that
started
fighting
the
jihad
in
charged with any offence.
behavioral influences can
1983, during which time he My Life with the Taliban
be manipulated for
was associated with many offers a personal and
significant effect in
major figures in the antiprivileged insight into the
countering our efforts to
Soviet resistance, including rural Pashtun village
gain stability and
the current Taliban head
communities that are the
legitimacy for the Afghan Mullah Mohammad Omar.
Taliban's bedrock. It helps to
government. James M.
After the war Zaeef returned explain what drives men like
Smith, PhD, is the
to a quiet life in a small
Zaeef to take up arms
Director, USAF Institute
village in Kandahar, but
against the foreigners who
chaos soon overwhelmed
for National Security
are foolish enough to invade
Afghanistan as factional
Studies and Professor,
his homeland.
fighting
erupted
after
the
Military Strategic Studies
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